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 Abstract Tiered polyphony describes segments of music that manifest rhythmic/metric layering (Lester 1 986) in

 the presence of polyphony. This texture, though a hallmark of the baroque era, is'capable of generating a variety of

 musical effects over many style periods. This article establishes three categories of the texture based on degrees

 of metrical dissonance: weakly, moderately, and strictly tiered polyphony. The last form is special not only for its

 rarity but also for the extreme independence of its lines, which create supermetrical dissonance through pitch

 cells and/or pitch-interval cycles.

 Strictly tiered polyphony figures prominently in Brahms's piano music, where it lends passages an aura of

 extreme drive and inexorability. Importantly, awareness of this texture can provide insights into Brahms's works

 unavailable through conventional approaches. The analytical portion of this article examines the Two Rhapsodies,

 op. 79. The unusual harmonic structure of the G-minor rhapsody is read in light of 1 -cycles present within the

 opening tiered polyphony. In the B-minor rhapsody, the content of three concurrent cycles at the opening - a

 4-cycle, 1 -cycle, and 5/7-cycle - is respectively reflected in the hexatonic organization of mm. 1-67, in the A sec-

 tion's stormy chromatic transitions, and in the cadential gestures that permeate the Β section and coda.

 I. Introduction

 tiered polyphony is a musical texture that results from the union of two

 compositional practices, both centuries old. The first of these is rhythmic/metric

 layering, in which the separate voices of a nonmonophonic texture are ar-
 ranged in patterned and discrete rhythmic and/or metric spaces. Example la
 illustrates one possible way such layering can occur in three voices set in com-
 mon time. Each of the lines, in the words of Joel Lester, is "relegated" to a
 different level of the metric hierarchy.1 A similar texture is achieved in Exam-

 ple lb, except now the motor rhythm has been dropped from the soprano.

 I am grateful to Patrick McCreless, Evan Jones, and the anonymous referees for their tremendously
 insightful and constructive feedback on earlier drafts of this article.

 1 Lester (1986, 127-56) offers a thorough discussion of
 "multimetric layering," associating it specifically with
 baroque style. His exclusively metric layering should be

 viewed as a subset phenomenon of the present and more
 general concept of rhythmic/metric layering.
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 The top voice continues to stake out territory that, although seemingly allied

 with the bass in terms of its quarter-note pulse, distinguishes itself through

 surface variations in rhythm.2 The resulting texture strikes the ear as a bit
 more freely constructed than that of Example la. In Example lc, the middle
 voice's degree of independence is raised slightly with the introduction of rests
 on each of its downbeats, which better helps listeners to discern the separate

 auditory streams.3

 (a)
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 Example 1. Rhythmic/metric layering set in three voices, common time: (a) Multimetric layering

 (following Lester 1986); (b) Rhythmic/metric layering created as soprano establishes its identity

 from the bass through variations in surface rhythm; (c) Rhythmic/metric layering subtly intensified

 through submetrical dissonance in the tenor voice (displacement by one sixteenth note)

 2 There is no prohibition in rhythmic/metric layering against

 a voice temporarily shifting to an alternate pulse or rhythm.

 When such variation occurs, a line's primary pulse may be
 identified as that which occurs first or occupies the greatest
 amount of time.

 3 To be precise, a submetrical displacement dissonance has
 been added to the tenor, creating an accent on the second
 sixteenth subdivision of each beat. Subsequent discussion
 will closely examine the role that metric dissonances at all
 levels of pulse play in listeners' perception of polyphony.
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 Rhythmic/metric layering, in and of itself, is not a new or particularly

 noteworthy feature of music.4 Frequently encountered in pieces from all eras

 of Western composition, the practice is prevalent in and thus has become a
 hallmark of the baroque style.5 Importantly, not all multilayered textures are

 constructed alike. Most often, the separate lines blend together seamlessly
 under the controlling influence of homophony. The results are frequently
 beautiful but in themselves unremarkable: this characterization applies to the

 opening of the adagio movement from Bach's First Brandenburg Concerto,
 shown in Example 2. (A remarkably similar texture of solo oboe above pulsat-

 ing continuo and strings is maintained for the entire largo movement of Han-
 del's Concerto Grosso in Β flat, op. 3/2.) In contrast, when a rhythmically/
 metrically layered texture is conceived more polyphonically, the lines increas-

 ingly bump and rattle against each other. They work more at cross-purposes

 despite their tight proximity, imparting more complexity to the music in direct

 relation to their degree of independence.6
 Any segment of music manifesting rhythmic/metric layering in the pres-

 ence of polyphony will be said to exhibit tiered polyphony. With the texture

 appearing in a wide variety of contexts over many style periods, the strictest
 forms of it figure prominently in the piano music of Johannes Brahms. A dra-

 matic example, exhibiting precisely the sort of complexity mentioned above,

 is found at the opening of Brahms's Capriccio in C-sharp minor, op. 76/5
 (Example 3). This piece provides an opportunity to observe a general trend
 in Brahms's tiered polyphony. Most often, one line serves as a guide rail, fol-

 lowing a chromatic path; in this case it is the tenor voice. Another exhibits
 the surface, melodic pitch cells unique to the piece at hand; this is the Ζ
 motive marked in the soprano, constructed from the elision of two three-note
 motives, one diatonic and one chromatic. Additional voices, if present, pro-
 vide harmonic support or more generic filler material, such as the bass voice's

 two-note contour leaps.

 On the rhythmic/metric front, layering in the Capriccio is most salient
 between the 6/8 meter of the bass and the 3/4 meter of the soprano. The
 tenor, in addition to expressing its own eighth-note rhythm, creates 5/8 meter

 4 The principle of such layering serves as the foundation for

 the Western conception of meter and its system of nota-
 tion as reflected in compositions and theoretical treatises
 penned during the tenth through the thirteenth centuries.
 Contrapuntal theory in the Renaissance, as exemplified
 by the writings of Tinctorius, Gaffurius, and Zarlino, worked

 to further codify the relationship between meter and
 consonance/dissonance treatment. The most significant
 result of these efforts was the development of a compre-
 hensive compositional instructional method based on the
 principle of the rhythmic layering: species counterpoint.

 5 Rhythmic/metric layering can be seen growing directly
 out of two developments in baroque composition noted by
 Manfred Bukofzer (1947). One was the rise of the continuo,

 which led to the polarization of voice lines and thus a "novel
 distinction between fundamental and ornamental instru-

 ments." The other was the increase in the use of motor

 rhythms, particularly in Italian instrumental works. Accord-

 ing to Bukofzer, composers experimented with extremes "in
 which the tactus was transformed to mechanically recurrent

 pulsations," with "the concerto style of the late Baroque,
 especially, exemplifying] an almost ruthless exploitation of
 beats" (11-14).

 6 The term polyphony 's more fully defined in Section II of
 this article. This same section further offers a means for

 distinguishing levels of complexity between polyphonic
 passages.
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 Example 2. Rhythmic/metric layering and homophony in Bach's Brandenburg Concerto no. 1,

 Adagio, mm. 1-4. Voice designations analogous to Example 1c.

 through occasional leaps that interrupt the predominantly stepwise motion.
 The long-range significance of the opening texture in Example 3a is felt at
 the coda, where motivic elements from all the lines return (Example 3b) ? In

 addition, a dramatic rhythmic/ metric climax is created as the latent fiveness
 of the tenor overruns the written 6/8 barline, carrying newly transformed ver-

 sions of motive Ζ in the bass and soprano with it.

 The immediate aural effect of tiered polyphony in this and other pas-
 sages by Brahms is striking. A distinct air of turbulence in Example 3a, with the

 voices executing separate pitch materials at separate speeds, has been noted
 by Walter Frisch (1990, 341),John Rink (1999, 91-93), Brent Auerbach (2005,
 215-18), and Edwin Evans, leading the latter to characterize the metric con-
 flicts between twos and threes in extreme terms as "warfare" (1970, 186-87).

 Let us consider another important way that the texture of the Brahms capric-
 cio diverges from the Bach example. The metric layering in the supporting
 voices of Example 2 essentially provides a background onto which Bach paints
 more distinctive melodic materials. The character of the sinuous and rhythmi-

 cally free melody is overpowering, imparting to the whole a sense of impro-
 visatory freedom. In contrast, a different, more powerfully directed sound in

 7 The bass leaping motive, not shown, is withheld until
 mm. 116-17, where it imparts a surface displacement dis-
 sonance to the final three beats of the piece.
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 (a)

 Pitch material:

 Soprano: pitch-cell motive Ζ
 Tenor: 1-cycles
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 Pitch material:

 Soprano: diatonic 3d fragment of Ζ
 Tenor: 1-cycles
 Bass: Z, diminution and mirror inversion

 Metricspaces: p'" ft |ί" ^ f:^fWJr t"^'" Pr Γ'γγΙ '^t " r ' :; r^ rwr Η
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 Example 3. Tiered polyphony in Brahms's Capriccio in C-sharp minor, op. 76/5: (a) Opening

 configuration of voices, mm. 1-2; (b) Beginning of coda, mm. 111-13: pitch-cell Ζ appears in the

 bassline, while the incipient 5-groupings of mm. 1-2 now emerge at the surface of all lines

 (see dashes)

 Brahms's Capriccio is created by the highly nongeneric content of its lines.8

 The strict patterning of the motives - especially in the chromatic tenor, which

 provides a "backbone" structure in the form of an interval 1-cycle - is indica-
 tive of a somewhat more rigorous construction.9

 The present essay investigates specifically how Brahms builds and
 employs tiered polyphony in composition. In preparation for this task, tiered

 polyphony is first formalized, with three categories of the texture defined in
 terms of the relative motivic independence among the constituent voices.
 We shall see that Brahms tends toward the most rarefied of these categories,

 8 Generic refers to tonal motives such as the second,

 third, and fourth that are directly associated with the most
 common structures of tonal music (the diatonic scales

 and major, minor, and diminished triads). Nongeneric, in
 contrast, refers to motives that are less clearly based on
 tonal structures. These shapes may feature one or more

 unusual melodic intervals, such as augmented seconds and
 augmented thirds, or a mixture of diatonic and chromatic
 intervals.

 9 The concept of interval cycles is described in Perle 1977a,
 Lambert 1990, Karpinski 1995, and Headlam 1996.
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 called "strictly tiered polyphony," which is marked by high degrees of metric

 dissonance that are frequently created by interval cycles. Following the formal-

 ization stage, the focus shifts to an analysis of two piano works by Brahms, the

 Rhapsodies from op. 79, in which the motives from the opening conglomer-
 ates will be shown to resonate strongly with surface and deep-level musical
 events. The essay concludes with a discussion of the larger significance of
 tiered polyphony within the Western art-music tradition.

 II. Formalization of Tiered Polyphony

 Tiered polyphony has been defined as the texture that results from patterned
 rhythmic/metric layering in the presence of polyphony. Due to the consider-

 able generality of these requirements, a great many textures from many style

 periods qualify. To support the claim that Brahms 's tiered polyphonic passages

 stand out for their rigor, it is necessary to offer a means for rating the relative

 complexity of textures. Three general categories of tiered polyphony - weak,

 moderate, and strict - are delineated, each manifesting increasing degrees of
 internal patterning, perceived strength and complexity, and structural signifi-

 cance. In defining these categories, examination of the rhythmic/metric com-

 ponent is not of great aid because layering is a binary feature, simply present
 or absent. The degree of polyphony, on the other hand, can be perceived in
 weaker or stronger terms in direct relation to the level of metric dissonance.

 In determining the presence, as opposed to the intensity level, of metric

 dissonance within a segment of music, we will adhere largely to definitions set

 forth in Krebs 1999. Harald Krebs describes two primary types of metric disso-

 nance, called displacement and grouping dissonance, which in general can be
 understood as resulting from techniques of phasing and hemiola, respectively.

 To the grouping and displacement types, a third and rarer type of metric dis-
 sonance may be added that I call proportional dissonance. In mensuration
 canons, for example, two or more voices may be constructed of identical mate-

 rial but sound in divergent meters. The meters may relate by simple multipli-
 cation as in Examples 4a and 4b from Brahms, or by more complicated ratios
 as in works by Renaissance masters such as Josquin and Ockeghem.

 We postulate that the relative strength of the polyphony (weak, moder-
 ate, strict) correlates with the degree of metric dissonance as measured at the
 submetrical, metrical, or supermetrical level. These categories of metric disso-
 nance, spanning micro- to macro-pulse, are useful determinants of polyphony
 because of the different ways they affect our perception of musical events. The

 following examples serve in part as models for categorizing tiered polyph-
 ony, helping to illustrate how one might assay a texture's level of complexity.
 The accompanying discussion, at the same time, works to further substantiate
 the intrinsic relation between the level of metric dissonance in the music and

 the amount of mental effort required to separate and follow the voices. To put
 it simply, I am suggesting that the degree of independence between the voices
 in any polyphonic texture be viewed as a function of listener attention span.
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 Example 4. Two instances of proportional dissonance in Brahms: (a) German Requiem, II,

 mm. 233-37 (tenor = soprano x 2); (b) Finale of the F-minor Piano Sonata, op. 5

 (right hand = left hand x 6; dux ends at hash marks)

 I wish to pause here to place this last point in context, as it may help
 clarify a long-standing terminological issue. Despite its near ubiquity in musi-

 cal discourse, the term polyphony has long evaded precise definition because
 its meaning has changed dramatically over time in step with the evolution
 of harmonic thinking. Generations of musicians have been exquisitely aware
 that the polyphony of a motet by Machaut is quite unlike that of a Bach cho-
 rale prelude, both of which are similarly unlike that of a fugue by Beethoven.
 All such works exhibit lines and counterlines; the difference between the style

 periods concerns the degree to which they are coordinated by harmony. The
 problem of applying the term polyphony to music of different style periods
 can be solved in a number of ways. The New Grove Dictionary and The Harvard

 Dictionary of Music provide loose definitions that make reference to multiple
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 voices of either "equal" or "unequal" status.10 My approach, in contrast, estab-

 lishes a more nuanced, terraced view of polyphony based on examination of
 the size and disposition of the gestures present within those voices.

 Our survey of tiered polyphony may now begin in earnest. The first cate-

 gory, designated weakly tiered polyphony, occurs in passages that possess both
 rhythmic/ me trie layering and submetrical dissonance. Due to these minimal

 structuring requirements, the texture is common to all eras. Two examples
 from Beethoven's Sonata no. 10 in G major, op. 14/2, II (theme and varia-
 tions) are shown in Examples 5a and 5b. In the opening of the first variation,

 submetrical dissonance is achieved by the simplest of means as the highest
 voice is consistently displaced to the weak portion of each beat.11 The resulting

 series of suspensions leads us to hear a modest level of independence between
 the voices by activating a secondary metric area, the offbeat. This sense never

 grows too strong, however, because the essential pitch shapes and behaviors
 governed by each suspension and resolution pairing are always confined to
 the level of the beat. In Example 5b, the opening of the third variation illus-

 trates that displacement dissonance is just as likely to be embedded within
 figuration. In separating the strands of the right hand, we see the same eighth-

 note displacement from Variation 1 reappear as the central theme migrates
 to the soprano voice.

 The second category of moderately tiered polyphony occurs in passages

 that display rhythmic/metric layering in the presence of metrical dissonance.

 A clear instance of this type of texture appears at the opening of Bach's chorale

 prelude "Christ, unser Herr, zum Jordan kam" from Clavier-ÜbunglW, BWV 684

 (Example 6).12 From a purely harmonic perspective, one can view the three
 voices in Example 6 as homophonic because they always conform to triadic
 harmony at the eighth-note level. This is signaled by the continual adjustment

 of intervals of the four-note shapes traded between the upper voices. In the

 10 The New Grove Dictionary (s.v. polyphony) reports
 that "since Koch's Musikalische Lexikon, full development
 of the separate parts - the investing of several parts with
 the character of a main voice and the raising of accompa-
 nying voices to the status of counter-voices - has been
 regarded as a defining feature of polyphony." The Harvard
 Dictionary of Music (s.v. polyphony) lays out two broad
 categories of "equal-voice" and "unequal-voice" polyph-
 ony for describing primarily imitative textures versus
 melody-and-accompaniment-type textures. Both these
 definitions, as well as my alternative, are broad enough to
 accommodate the shifting harmonic practices of any one
 age or, indeed, any one composer.

 11 The great majority of the examples of metric dissonances

 in this article are of the displacement type, two exceptions
 being the Brahms Capriccio in C-sharp minor, op. 76/5, and
 the Scherzo from the Sonata in F minor, op. 5. This may
 be due to the fact that this species of metric dissonance

 is easier to construct than are the grouping dissonances,
 particularly at metrical and supermetrical levels.

 12 It is not intended that the present set of examples,
 which have been chosen for their efficacy and clarity, be
 read as implicitly advancing the view that Brahms's tiered
 polyphony stemmed specifically from Bach. It is more
 accurate, I feel, to associate Brahms's contrapuntal style
 with the larger school of German baroque organ composi-
 tion, particularly the subgenre of the chorale prelude. By
 necessity, most of the preludes by Buxtehude, Pachelbel,
 Fischer, Bach, Walther, and Zachau employ cantus firmus
 technique; it is more significant that they usually feature
 rhythmic/metric layering as well. Brahms's intimate knowl-

 edge and extensive library of music from the Renaissance
 and baroque periods are documented in Hancock 1983. His
 fascination with and personal connection to organ music
 and strict counterpoint is described in Brodbeck 1994.
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 (a)
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 Example 5. Two examples of weakly tiered polyphony in Beethoven's Sonata no. 10 in G major,

 op. 14/2, II: (a) mm. 21-24; (b) mm. 65-68. Submetrical dissonance in the right hand is created by

 the compound line.

 present context, however, we will judge the rhythms and motives of Example 6

 to be polyphonic. A strong metric displacement dissonance occurs among the
 top voices, consistently shifting the soprano two beats behind the alto.13 The

 motives constituting this texture are larger than those seen in weakly tiered
 polyphony and now occupy a sizable portion of each bar. To fully appreciate the

 structure of this music, listeners now must pay somewhat greater attention to

 the size of the surface motives and take note of their call-and-response arrange-
 ment. The further advantage of doing this is that listeners become attuned to

 the composer's intentions as signaled by the beaming and notation.

 13 This dissonance, which is commonly used to add com-
 plexity and interest to layered accompanimental textures,
 would be notated by Krebs as D4 + 2 (1 = quarter note).

 In mm. 4-5, where the phrase initiates motion toward the
 cadence, the displacement is accelerated to D2 + 1 (1 =
 eighth note).
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 Example 6. Moderately tiered polyphony in Bach's Chorale Prelude, BWV 684, mm. 1-3. Metrical

 dissonance D4 + 2 (1=quarter note) is created by soprano and alto.

 In the last, most rarefied category of "strictly tiered" polyphony,
 rhythmic/metric layering occurs in the presence of supermetrical disso-
 nance. Such supermetrical dissonances are created in a number of ways, all
 of which result in significantly larger pitch/pitch-class shapes that go well
 beyond the boundaries of a single measure. Historically, the most familiar way
 of generating this species of dissonance is to embed a slower-moving cantus
 firmus within counterpoint. Example 7 provides an expanded look at Bach's
 Chorale Prelude, BWV 684, showing the impact of the cantus 's arrival. Mea-
 sures 1-6 of this prelude were earlier determined to be only moderately tiered

 polyphony. The texture of the piece becomes noticeably more complex when
 the cantus enters at m. 7, but this is not simply a matter of adding a fourth
 voice to three. The real issue is the newly heightened sense of temporal parti-

 tioning between the voices, with each meriting a separate stream of attention
 from listeners. Triadic harmony remains in effect in mm. 7-9, coordinating
 even the consonant half-note attacks of the cantus voice. A far richer and more

 stylistically appropriate hearing, however, is to perceive mm. 7-9 as projecting
 different motive sizes at proportional speeds. If each separate phrase of the
 cantus firmus is considered to be a large-scale "motive" - remember that it is,

 for all intents and purposes, an inviolable melodic entity - a proportional dis-
 sonance properly results between it and the smaller motive forms.

 Proportional dissonance can also create strictly tiered polyphony in the
 absence of a cantus firmus, as in mm. 1-2 of Bach's chorale prelude "Nun freut
 euch, lieben Chnsten gmein" BWV 734 (Example 8). The two-voice texture in
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 Example 7. Texture in Chorale Prelude, BWV 684, elevated to strictly tiered at the entry of the
 cantus firm us

 mm. 1-2 of Example 8 is metrically layered but appears to lack any metrical
 dissonance at the surface. Discounting the occasional accented passing tone,
 consonances appear at all pulse levels down to the eighth note. Yet nested
 within the soprano's figuration are several levels of motivic activity. In Vonmi-
 tation of the cantus, the sixteenth-note line contains multiple instances of a
 three-note, linear motive (see Example 8b). The same shape is composed out
 in mm. 1-2 in two voices at the half-note level, creating a motivic parallelism
 (Burkhart 1978). By virtue of the same shape sounding at different speeds,
 this texture qualifies as strictly tiered.

 A last way of creating supermetrical dissonance that is particularly apro-

 pos of Brahms involves the use of interval cycles, which essentially are special-
 ized pitch and pitch-class motives that move systematically through chromatic
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 Example 8. Tiered polyphony in Bach's chorale prelude "Nun freut euch, lieben Christen gmein,"

 BWV 734: (a) Score, mm. 1-7; (b) Analysis highlighting the role of linear third motives in

 mm. 1-2 (strictly tiered polyphony created even before entry of cantus firmus through

 proportional dissonance)
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 space. As noted earlier, 1 -cycles are most common in strictly tiered polyphony,

 but occasionally cycles built on successive motions of three, four, and five
 semitones may be found. These cycles may appear plainly or with ornamenta-

 tion, though in the latter case the underlying structure can usually be discov-

 ered through a simple process of reduction. See, for example, the opening of

 Brahms's Rhapsody in Β minor, op. 79/1 (Example 9), a work to be discussed
 in depth on pages 286-87. Hybrid cycles composed of alternating intervals
 are also possible, as seen in the bass of Example 9. It is the uniform, directed

 motion of this voice through pitch space that elevates its alternation of tonic

 and dominant pitches to the status of a cycle. A simple back-and-forth motion
 between the same two pitches would merely constitute an ostinato.14

 soprano: 4-cycle

 /f£%^· & )- k J i> ^^Γ^Η.ΓΓΠ ι
 alto: 1 -cycle ' I I % ' '
 (except at *) ~

 -^ γ* ^Z7 ^ß iy
 bass: 5/ 7-cycle

 Example 9. Interval cycles present in Brahms's Rhapsody in Β minor, op. 79/1, mm. 1-3

 In final, broader consideration of the qualifications and characteristics
 detailed in this survey of tiered polyphony, I would encourage readers to con-

 sider the relations among weakly, moderately, and strictly tiered categories
 in two ways. In the more general, theoretical sense, they can be regarded as
 having equal standing. If one wished to investigate the topic of polyphony
 further, or to undertake a comparative stylistic analysis of composers, genres,

 and periods, the three types of tiered polyphony may offer a useful means of
 classification. One can analyze such shifts in texture even without concern for

 the relative rhetorical impact of each.
 On the other hand, if tiered polyphony is to be applied in hermeneu-

 tic analysis, it is logical to weight the categories in proportion to their com-
 plexity. Weakly tiered polyphony is easy to construct; it is therefore more
 prevalent in music and less interesting. Strictly tiered polyphony is compli-
 cated and therefore is more rare and of greater interest. The latter texture
 seems to merit analytical attention almost by definition: the three essential

 14 Though other hybrid cycles in pitch space exist, the
 descending 5/7 version is by far the most common in tonal
 music, appearing frequently in closing cadential formulas.
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 ways of creating supermetrical dissonance - cantus firmus technique, motivic

 parallelism, and interval cycles - are all techniques fraught with complexity
 that are open to seemingly limitless interpretation. Moreover, as will be dem-
 onstrated below, strictly tiered textures provide a ready-made framework for

 structuring musical investigation. As this article transitions from the formaliza-

 tion stage to the analysis stage, the conception of tiered polyphony must shift,

 as well. From this point onward, I focus exclusively on strictly tiered polyphony

 as it pertains to the structure of Brahms's piano music.

 III. Impact of tiered polyphony on Brahms piano works-

 Two Rhapsodies, op. 79

 Having established a theoretical foundation for the concept of tiered polyph-

 ony and having discussed the means for building its strictest forms, it is now

 possible for us to move beyond the stage at which such textures are considered
 in isolation. The expositional passages of Brahms's Two Rhapsodies, op. 79,
 can now each be related to the episodes succeeding them. The underlying
 premise of the study, again, is that the opening textures of these pieces are
 special by virtue of their strict construction. Both exhibiting strictly tiered

 polyphony, the densely rich content of these passages can be shown echoing
 throughout the Rhapsodies, affording new understanding of how these excep-

 tionally complicated and emotionally charged compositions are built.
 From the outset, I acknowledge the unique status of the Brahms pieces

 examined in this essay. Due to their complexity, passages of strictly tiered
 polyphony tend to be short and are not overly prevalent in this composer's
 total output. Two mitigating factors, however, elevate their significance above

 the level of being mere curiosities. The first concerns the hyperstratified
 nature of these passages, which affords composers a dramatic and efficient
 way of exposing their musical materials. When a piece opens with this texture,

 multiple central motives are presented simultaneously, setting out an explicit

 richness of content not seen regularly since the mid-eighteenth century.15 In

 that these central elements typically return in varied combinations, this con-
 glomeration of motives fulfills the role of a Grundgestalt.16 The salient content

 on display within such Grundgestalten, as we shall see, calls for a type of motivic

 analysis that is thorough and uncomplicated, yet still systematic and revealing.
 In rare cases, the surface motives themselves, when investigated in terms of

 their logic and patterning, subtly transform into shapes that resonate strongly

 15 John Daverio (2002, 172-73) credits Schumann with the

 rediscovery of a technique of composition in which "the
 germinal idea of [a] movement is a motivic complex" that
 serves as a repository for subsequent ideas. He gives the
 example of Schumann's Piano Trio in D minor, a work he is
 convinced served as a model for Brahms's own chamber

 music.

 16 According to Rufer (1979, vi-viii), Arnold Schoenberg
 "formed the concept of the Grundgestalt (basic shape) as

 • early as 1919," using it to describe "the musical shape or
 phrase which is the basis of a work and is its 'first creative
 thought.'" He continues: "Everything else is derived from
 this . . . from a//the elements contained in the basic shape -

 that is to say, those elements which . . . give it its actual
 shape, i.e., rhythm, phrasing, harmony, subsidiary parts, etc."
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 throughout the larger works. Analysis of pieces with an eye and ear for these

 motives will prove extraordinarily fruitful toward revealing connections that

 might be overlooked by other methods.

 A further reason for investigating tiered polyphony has to do with its

 relative scarcity. Although perhaps not overly difficult to construct, the tex-

 ture in its stricter forms is quite unstable in and may be inimical to tonality.

 (As we shall see, this has much to do with the impact of symmetrical interval

 cycles.) And while moments of tiered polyphony are common in orchestral
 works by Brahms, Saint-Saëns, Tchaikovsky, and Liszt - one need only listen
 for the tell-tale interval 1-cycles "marching" upward or downward in the bass -

 prolonged stretches and expositional treatment of the texture are extremely
 uncommon. As such, I argue that strictly tiered polyphony embodies a type of
 musica reservata of the romantic era. If invoked, it has dramatic implications

 for a piece as the patterned inertia of the independent lines pulls at the fabric

 of common-practice tonal composition. Equally significant, the unique design

 of these patterns can provide new insights into how Brahms influenced late-

 nineteenth-century music, particularly in the areas of pitch-cell composition,

 meter and metric dissonance, counterpoint, and the evolution of tonality.17

 The focus on the role of strictly tiered polyphony in Brahms leads us
 to confront a central issue of the romantic period. Much of the complexity
 of works from this era results from the intersection of two powerful composi-

 tional impulses: classical tonality as described by Schenker, on the one hand,

 and motivic pitch-cell composition, on the other. Local harmonic progres-
 sions in Brahms generally follow common practice principles, and his works

 usually adhere to Schenkerian precepts at the middleground and background.
 At the same time, at the surface of his pieces, Brahms often employs non-
 tonal pitch cells that seem to be intentionally pitted against their tonal, host
 environments.

 A clear example of pitch-cell composition is found at the opening of
 Brahms's Rhapsody in G minor, op. 79/2 (Example 10) . The soprano is locked

 into a four-note pitch cell of step-then-arpeggiation marked X. At a deeper
 level, repetitions of X yield an important four-note chromatic motive, or par-

 tial 1-cycle, that is beamed. The bass voice continually supplies a two-note con-
 tour motive of an ascending leap, while the tenor's motivic material is more

 vague, serving to fill out triads. Rhythmic/metric layering in the Rhapsody is

 Further discussion of the Grundgestalfs role in Schoenberg's

 theories may be found in Schoenberg 1995 and Schiano
 1992. The essential connection between the Grundgestalt
 and contrapuntal analysis is elucidated by Murray Dineen
 (1993). In the context of a Bach fugue, Dineen shows how
 each contrapuntal line relates to the others, and how the
 separate sections of the piece work to "express [the basic
 combination] successively in individual combinations, [in
 forms] more readily available to the listener" (440).

 17 David Pacun (2009, 210) notes how "music that was once

 viewed as peripheral because it is rich in idiosyncrasy, is now

 taken to be central to (but not at the center of) a composer's

 oeuvre, as its formal and structural departures . . . directly

 expose a composer's style and language."
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 created between a soprano of even quarter notes, a bass of mixed values, and

 a tenor featuring the submetrical dissonance of offbeat triplets. The combina-

 tion of the layering and the supermetrical dissonance of the 1-cycle produces

 an overall strictly tiered polyphonic texture.

 Pitch material:

 Soprano: pitch-cell motive X / 1-cycle (beamed)
 Tenor: filling-out
 Bass: rhythmic/contour motive

 Motive X

 ,Ρ^^ΞΞΞΞ I Ji
 y 'f '=**- 1 '·· [-Z j- Le Γ %!g~PVr ^ r-r j Γ τΗίτ -η

 7 L^" * ι ι . . . L^ 'li

 ■ r '] _ j ι j_j ι . j . j_j . j j j] jiijiiji

 j rit. . ι

 Λ | I J m'emp" . I J ι I |J J- ι
 ΰ lurr ΙγΓ Γ γ Γϊ Τ Γ ' Η3^

 Example 10. Tiered polyphony and prominent motives in the Rhapsody in G minor, op. 79/2,
 mm. 1-6

 The goal of this first analysis is modest: to demonstrate how the unique

 content of a single line, the soprano, from the opening configuration affects

 subsequent developments in the piece, at times gaining control of harmonic
 syntax.18John Rothgeb (1987) warns that it is precarious to ever claim that one

 domain of music (motive) takes priority over another (harmony). Then again,
 if a work exhibits an unusual harmonic structure, perhaps one generally irrec-

 oncilable with tonality, then it is the piece itself that jeopardizes this approach.
 If pitch-cell motives and interval cycles are what we have to work with, then it

 is only natural to look to these linear players for structuring our analysis.

 The G-minor rhapsody certainly qualifies as a work featuring unusual
 harmonic tendencies. Charles Rosen opens his 1990 essay "Brahms the Sub-
 versive" by examining the four cadences that appear in the first thirteen mea-
 sures; all of them avoid any sense of functional dominant-to-tonic progression.

 18 The more extended view of the B-minor rhapsody, in
 contrast, considers the structurally determining roles of all

 three lines from the opening tiered polyphony.
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 In pondering what music would result if each two-chord succession were
 reversed, he obtains the cadence series shown in Example 11. A hidden logic

 appears to Rosen as he identifies the "systematic" reshaping of an inherited
 progression. The cadences numbered 1, 3, and 4 are from the introduction to
 Beethoven's First Symphony, even appearing in the same order. In light of this
 connection, Rosen claims that Brahms has effected a "simple although radical

 subversion of a traditional classical way of establishing a key" (1990, 107-8).

 a j id A iH hd d a =
 Cadence 1 Cadence 2 Cadence 3 Cadence 4

 (mm. 3-4) (mm. 7-8) (m. 10) (m. 13)

 Example 11. Example 5 from Rosen 1990 modifying the four cadences of the G-minor rhapsody,
 mm. 1-13

 Though his method may at first come off a bit sensational, further reflec-

 tion reveals its ingenuity: the recomposition exercise allows Rosen and his
 readers a tactile means for experiencing the shifting chordal syntax of the
 romantic era.19 1 have always found this account of Brahms's style to be both

 compelling and musical. Over the years, however, I have increasingly felt that
 Rosen's reading is actually too limited in scope. By focusing on the end prod-
 uct of weird harmony in the G-minor rhapsody, he identifies an important
 symptom in the music but neglects to diagnose the underlying causes.

 To respond, let us reconsider Rosen's premise. The central question
 may not be "How does the rhapsody establish the opening key through uncon-
 ventional means?" but rather, "How well does the rhapsody establish the open-

 ing key at all?" The piece begins on an ambiguous open-fifth D sonority and
 then avoids for twelve full beats any Ft that could point the ear toward a G
 tonic. Also right from the beginning, the Rhapsody initiates a free harmonic

 sequence in mm. 1-2 that employs only the further-removed satellite chords
 of G minor: El? major, C7, and F major (again, the flatted version of VII) .20 This

 sequence is not allowed to proceed to any real tonal goal, backtracking into
 retrograde motion in terms of soprano and bass pitch classes over the bound-
 ary of mm. 2-3. Last, after a cadential pause on G major in m. 4, the piece
 restarts with a literal transposition up a major third. This shift launches the

 19 Leonard Meyer (1989, 272-336) provides a thorough
 account of how and why the Romantics reshaped and at
 times "reversed" the materials bequeathed to them by the
 classical era.

 20 The archetypical harmonic progression underlying the
 first four chords in this work is a simple circle of fifths on the

 roots D-G-C-F. (More is said about this connection in Sec-
 tion IV of the article.) A 5-6 substitution, or Leittonwechsel,

 transforms the G chord expected at the first downbeat into

 Eb§. Joseph Dubiel (1999) has noted that the prevalence of
 this technique in Brahms transforms it for experienced lis-
 teners into an "abnorm," a contextual compositional norm.
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 music of mm. 5-8 into the realm of Β minor, the harmonies of which stretch

 the credibility of G minor to the breaking point. Importantly, we may note that

 this is the spot where Rosen's cadential narrative fails: entirely glossing over

 mm. 5-8, he discusses only the role of cadences 1, 3, and 4.

 If the major-third shift at m. 5 is so destructive to the harmonic view of the

 Rhapsody, then what vantage point is stronger? It turns out that analyzing in

 purely motivic terms is effective. Example 12a illustrates the influence that the

 interval-cycle gesture from the tiered polyphony has on the harmonic trajectory

 of mm. 9-13. The arrow between the first two incidences of the 1-cycle reveals

 the middle-range connection.21 Restarting the piece up a third in m. 5 makes

 sense if one desires the soprano voice to resume its chromatic ascent at Ft 4.

 This logic, of course, parallels the sequential and chromatic opening of Wag-
 ner's Tnstan overture, composed some twenty years earlier (Example 12b).22
 A lesser harmonic wrinkle in mm. 1-13 occurs at the terminal cadence, where

 (a)

 mm. 1-8: 1 -cycles form an 8-note chromatic stretch mm. 9-13: Ftf-G fragments finally become 4-note cycle

 i.p. μΐ· ' -ΐί^..' ., . /&&ί " .}IZ?lC . "'
 i H-B-K-F

 ι
 in. .33: original 1-cycle now in bass; combines with sell m. 41: complementar)' 1-cycle now connects below 'n pc space

 if/" >" fe1I^|

 Example 12. (a) Four-note chromatic segments in the G-minor rhapsody, mm. 1-44; (b) Chromatic

 tetrachord connection in Wagner, Tristan Prelude, mm. 1-7; (c) Aggregate completion via

 chromatic tetrachord arrangement in the Brahms G-minor rhapsody

 21 Though this diagram has much in common with a motivic

 analysis by David Lewin (1990), the emphasis is different. I
 am interested primarily in explaining the logic of a motivic

 process in and of itself, and not in viewing motives as serial

 entities that relate to an abstract tonality. Lewin's reading
 hinges on hearing all forms of the chromatic tetrachord in
 terms of functional scale degrees in D minor, the key that
 appears to control that melody when the harmonic context
 is disregarded.

 22 The specific dates of composition are 1857 for the Pre-
 lude and 1879 for the Rhapsody. As insightful we might find
 Carl Dahlhaus's (1980, 45-64) stark contrast of Brahms and

 Wagner regarding their use of developing variation versus
 literal sequence, musical associations such as this remind
 us too of how Brahms was fond of declaring himself "the
 best of Wagnerians" (Swafford 1997, 267).
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 (b)

 (ill - Λ - Att-B

 |y(j,| ■ 'f KfQH - I - |f I fQw

 (c)

 mm. 7-76 r ^
 Gtt

 /" ^ Tetrachord2 i ^

 I Ft
 D Et E F... Ft G G» A , p

 Eb

 D

 α
 G

 mm. 33-44 A
 α
 G

 F*

 í F
 ^^ ^**" ^^ ÜP

 D Ep Ε F . . . Bp Β C Ct λ cj
 ^- Tetrachord3 ' ^

 Tetrachordl + Tetrachord2 +Tetrachord3 = Aggregate

 Example 12 (continued)
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 a passing D major six-four chord prefaces a D minor key area. This chord
 and the vii°7/V that follows arise from harmonization of the descending
 1 -cycle.23

 The remainder of Example 1 2a illustrates where the ascendancy of motive

 over conventional harmonic syntax returns in mm. 33ff. This is achieved in
 a calculatedly simple fashion. The 1-cycle gesture first returns at its original

 pitch-class level, but now two octaves lower in the left hand. A second one,
 inverted at Bl?3, enters in counterpoint in the right hand. At the key change
 of m. 41, the music again enters the unlikely realm of Β minor, by the direct

 agency of the Ζ motive entering on the notes Bb-B-C-Ctt. Another eight-note
 chromatic stretch if formed, but this time the second of the two Ζ motives has

 been tacked underneath the original. This not only recasts the original pitch-

 class motive from D-F as an upper boundary but also brings the chromatic
 motive to fruition as its third tetrachord member sounds and abstractly com-

 pletes the aggregate (see Example 12c).24
 The tiered polyphony in the G-minor rhapsody, as remarkable as it is,

 only helps explain very local motivic and harmonic details. To find a Brahms

 work in which the opening tiered polyphony reverberates with events at much

 deeper levels, we do not even need to consult a different opus. Observe the
 first few measures of the sister work, the Rhapsody in Β minor, op. 79/1, in

 Example 13.25 As before, the texture features three voices that are clearly
 delineated in metric/rhythmic and motivic spaces. The difference here comes

 about in the way in which the motives are expressed via voice leading. At first

 glance, it appears that the alto will function as the chromatic guide rail of
 the passage and that the soprano and bass will fulfill the roles of "pitch-cell
 voice" and "filler voice," respectively. But a simple analytical reduction at the

 half-note level reveals that all the voices run on rails. Example 13a reproduces

 the three interval cycles earlier identified in this strictly tiered polyphony: a

 4-cycle in the soprano, a near 1-cycle in the alto, and an alternating 5/7-cycle

 in the bass. The following analysis considers the structure-determining roles
 of each of the component interval cycles in turn.

 The value of this approach will become apparent as we compare its results
 with those obtained through tonal analysis. The discussion first considers the
 role of the 4-cycle material in structuring harmony in mm. 1-67; this read-
 ing is situated against two previously published Schenkerian interpretations

 23 In the music leading up to the cadence, there is a sense
 that the melody gets "stuck" on Ft and G pitch classes (see
 arrows in Example 12). These notes, introduced dramatically
 at the downbeat of m. 11, are sounded on G4 and Ff4 at

 mm. 11-12. The breaking-out moment of the full four-note

 motive occurs in the terminal stage of a sentence structure.

 24 This point is only implicit in Lewin (1990, 18), which notes

 that the T8 operation used to bring the original chromatic
 tetrachord to Bb is the "dual" of theT4 used in m. 5.

 25 I read the Rhapsody as a ternary form with coda (A =
 mm. 1-93, Β = 94-129, A = 130-217, coda = 217-33). Within

 A, a nested three-part arrangement can be heard (a = mm.
 1-29, b = 30-66, a' = 67-92). The last subsection, a', quite
 closely mirrors subsection a except near its close, where a
 dramatic recomposition steers it to the tonic of Β minor.
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 (a)
 soprano: 4-cycle

 alto: 1 -cycle ' I I % ' '
 (except *) ~

 bass: 5/7-cycle

 (b)

 5

 ^ ™ ~ ^

 b: V

 Example 13. Opening of the Rhapsody in Β minor, op. 79/1: (a) mm. 1-3, with equal-duration
 reduction (half-note level); (b) mm. 1-3, Schenkeria n view

 of the same middleground span. Analytical focus then shifts to closer exami-

 nation of the 5/7- and 1-cycles. The explanation of significant themes and
 structural events for the entire Rhapsody, including the A section, is cast in

 terms of these cycles. Although it is true that both 5/7- and 1-cycles can be sub-

 sumed within tonality, they will be kept separate in order to craft an indepen-

 dent motivic analysis that can run in tandem with the Schenkerian account,
 thus enriching it.

 It is extremely common to find an inner line of a romantic piece pro-
 gressing chromatically and a bass dwelling on tonic and dominant. What is
 unusual here is the soprano's shape, which under equal-duration reduction
 (extracting a pitch every two beats) reveals a prolonged augmented triad, a
 symmetrical and non tonal structure. In contrast to this reading stands the
 melodic analysis obtained through conventional Schenkerian reduction. In
 Example 13b, the twists and turns of the idiomatic 4-cycle motive disappear:
 the soprano's pitches are seen filling out B-minor and Ftt-major triads and
 fulfilling two descents. Motivically, we are left with linear fourths and thirds,
 shapes quite generic to tonal composition.
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 Examples 13a and 13b represent, respectively, a pitch-cell reading that
 better reflects the melody's durationally salient notes and a tonal reading that

 better reflects the pervasive influence of tonality. In weighing the merits of

 each, we must consider its potential for amplification at higher levels of musi-

 cal organization. There can be no question that Example 13b is the superior
 choice for explaining the harmonic/contrapuntal structure of the Rhapsody as

 a whole.26 But regarding mm. 1-67, the tonally generic gestures of Example 1 3b

 do not apply well because the main harmonies visited in this sizable middle-
 ground span equally subdivide the octave.27 Example 14 shows the music
 moving systematically through hexatonic space, progressing through keys
 by means of the Parallel (P) and Leittonwechsel (L) transformations from neo-

 Riemannian theory.28 For reference, an annotated score of the Rhapsody's A
 section, mm. 1-93, is provided in Example 15.

 Keeping in mind the logical limitations of Schenkerian theory, it is per-
 tinent to ask whether mm. 1-67 can be effectively modeled by conventional
 tonal analysis. The answer is a qualified yes. The full hexatonic cycle within
 A, again, makes for an awkward fit with tonal analysis; therefore, calling to

 mind the analogy of a chemical reaction, a significant amount of energy must

 be invested into the collision and synthesis of these two theoretical systems/

 entities. The effort is worth it, as evidenced by a pair of compelling analyses
 recently published by Peter Smith and Frank Samarotto. Both harness the
 great energy of the reaction to yield rich sets of analytical end products. Yet

 in working through their reasoning and repositioning of Schenkerian struc-

 tures, one wonders if an alternate approach might prove more efficient.

 Smith is concerned about the tonal ambiguity of the A section in gen-
 eral, asking whether "B or Ft [is] the main middleground harmony" (2006,
 88). 29 The extent of the tonicization of Fit in mm. 10-16 leads Smith to believe

 26 Despite the occasional prominence of symmetric pitch
 cells as detailed below, the Rhapsody is most properly con-
 sidered a tonal entity. The majority of its chordal progres-

 sions at the surface follow common-practice tonal syntax.
 More important, its background and deep middleground are

 unambiguously based on dominant-to-tonic gestures that
 span each A section, supporting an appropriate descent of
 the Urlinie.

 27 Richard Cohn (1996, 11) explains that an equal subdivision

 of the octave makes "the relationship between the constit-
 uents of a symmetrical division of the diatonic Stufen . . .

 fundamentally indeterminate." Rare examples from Heinrich

 Schenker's Free Composition (1979) acknowledge at least
 the possibility of equal-interval division of the octave: see fig-

 ure 114/8 of Beethoven's Appassionata Sonata, op. 57 (first
 movement, mm. 65-87) and figure 100/6 of Hugo Wolf's Das

 Ständchen. David Kopp regards these analyses by Schenker
 as significant for revealing not only the theorist's "curiosity

 about harmonic structures which can in no way be seen to
 conform to his principles," but also a "willingness to admit
 this, and his attempts to seek some answer" (2002, 113).

 28 The hexatonic collection is a Generalized Interval Sys-
 tem (GIS) that employs the pitch classes found in set
 6-20 [014589]. The properties of this set in terms of its
 consonant-thadic structure and voice leading through R R,
 and L operators are elucidated in Cohn 1996. His figure 1
 further illustrates the ways in which 12-tone space is shared

 by the four distinct hexatonic collections, which are desig-
 nated "Northern," "Eastern," "Southern," and "Western,"

 following their visual orientation on the page; the present
 Rhapsody is based on the "Southern" pitch-class collection,
 {12569T}. For more on Brahms's use of the hexatonic, see
 Cohn's comments on the Double Concerto (1996, 13-17).
 Other examples of Brahms's works structured around this
 collection, as helpfully disclosed to me by David Temperley,
 include the slow movement of the Violin Sonata in G major,

 op. 78, the slow movement of the Clarinet Sonata in F,
 op. 120/1, and the Capriccio in G minor, op. 118/3.

 29 A number of issues cloud the determination, foremost

 among them the reciprocal pull of the oscillating Fl-major
 and B-minor chords, which can be alternately perceived as
 pairs of V and i chords or I and iv chords.
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 Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3 Theme 1

 (recap within A)

 Ρ L Ρ L PL

 Fjt+ - ► Ft-* - ► D + - ► D

 m. 1 m. 16 m. 22.2 m. 30 m. 39.2 m. 49 mm. 64ff

 Example 14. Hexatonic regions and neo-Riemannian transformations in Brahms's Rhapsody in

 Β minor, op. 79/1, mm. 1-67 (asterisk = picardy third)

 that "Ftt forms the harmonic point of departure," making the case for "a pla-

 gal relationship embedded within [the] harmonically bivalent opening" (90).
 The ambiguity between authentic and plagal tonalities at the Rhapsody's start

 allows it to express a "double meaning" that is slowly resolved over the course
 of the A section, most notably at its conventional harmonic close (mm. 67-92

 express a large V-i).30
 As fruitful as this interpretation is, the reliance on Schenkerian meth-

 odology necessitates that Smith subordinate all cyclic elements to the tonal
 drama. For example, the shorter symmetrical minor third sequence that
 opens the piece - wherein the opening Ftt/B tension is transposed to A/D
 in mm. 5-8 and C/F in mm. 9-12 - essentially amounts to a holding pattern
 for Smith, a way to build local tension as listeners wait for the functional
 harmonic clarification of the V/Ftt at mm. lOff.31 His interpretation of this

 block transposition gambit provides appreciable insight, especially as it reso-
 nates with a similar tension active writ large over mm. 1-67: he correctly sees

 an Ft Stufe maintained via a cycle of descending major thirds before the clarify-

 ing descent to tonic B. But as his analysis is largely dependent on the tonality-

 suspending function of interval cycles, it offers no answer to the basic question

 of why the composer might have chosen these particular cycles.
 Samarotto's reading takes up a dramatically different premise - one

 much closer allied with my own - that "the cyclic drive through equal intervals

 is an obsession of this conflict-ridden piece" (2003, 100). This is a drive which

 he feels ultimately must be pitted against classic tonality. In his view, the crux

 30 An inherent duality between dominant and plagal har-
 mony was posited as early as the mid-nineteenth century by

 Hauptmann, Riemann, and Oettingen.The tension between
 these systems has increasingly drawn the attention of schol-

 ars studying nineteenth-century music and Brahms in par-
 ticular (see especially Stein 1985; Harrison 1994, 99-102).
 Margaret Notley delves into the duality of plagal versus
 dominant by mapping them onto the semiotic categories
 of "marked" and "unmarked" harmonic languages. By vir-
 tue of its relative rarity in comparison with dominant-based

 harmony and the reverse pull of some of its constituent
 tones, plagal harmony naturally assumes the marked role of

 "other" in music. Romantics used it to "suggest qualities or
 states not easily conveyed in tonal music through harmonic
 means: otherworldliness, distance, timelessness, possibly
 even alienation" (2005, 95).

 31 "Clarification of these issues emerges at the A sec-
 tion's codetta at m. 16. The symmetry of the minor-thirds

 cycle that ensues at m. 5 serves to transpose the same
 set of tensions to the A/D and C/F levels at mm. 5 and 9,

 respectively. It is not until the cycle breaks with the arrival of

 V/Fl at m. 10 that the harmonic picture comes into focus"
 (Smith 2006, 90).
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 ofthat struggle occurs at m. 62, where a stark, dramatic arrival on F major pre-

 cedes a semitonal shift to Ft and a recap of the opening. The F^ acts as a "form

 of lowered V, a deformation of tonal space that is in intense conflict with the

 composing out of Β minor." Samarotto (2003, 101) describes the semitonal
 shift to Fit as "nothing less than an earthquake, a tectonic shift in the founda-

 tions of tonal space," a breathlessly poetic description, to be sure!
 Smith and Samarotto both recognize the tension in the first sixty-seven

 measures between tonal elements on the one hand and cyclic/pitch-cell ele-
 ments on the other. Both make tonality the ultimate arbiter of structure, with

 pitch-cell materials ultimately absorbed into that explanatory framework. Yet
 the reverse approach is equally viable. Prompted by the structure of the open-

 ing tiered polyphony, we can shift our view in the manner of a cinematic
 rack focus to examine more closely the role of the Rhapsody's cyclic and
 pitch-cell elements, causing the tonal elements to retreat more fuzzily to the
 background.

 Starting with the basic question of which key controls the opening a sec-
 tion (is it Β or Fit in mm. 1-22?), the determination is refreshingly unequivo-

 cal: Ft major controls because it fits the larger cyclic logic. Once the hexatonic

 cycle of keys from Example 14 is acknowledged, the 4-cycle structure of the

 soprano line can be seen to resonate with it an impressive motivic parallelism

 (Example 16).32 This elegant reading, it should be noted, sacrifices none of
 the ambiguity of tonal tension between the two keys as documented by Smith
 (2006). Both he and I agree on the prioritized status of the Ft harmony for
 this section; we simply rely on alternate theoretical systems for supporting that
 conclusion.

 The hexatonic view of mm. 1-67 further encourages a new means of
 hearing the central b section, in which all of the music from mm. 39-63 is
 controlled by some form of Bb harmony. This reading contradicts Samarotto
 in his bold claim that the music in mm. 49-63 prolongs F "clearly as a func-
 tional dominant" (deformed) of Β minor (2003, 101). Samarotto refers to the
 "recollection of motives" from mm. 1-4 to establish the dominant status of this

 material, but this is not a strong enough criterion. The environment is too dif-

 ferent from the opening. First, in mm. 49-53, the most likely function of the

 32 The importation of Schenkerian analytical concepts
 grounded in tonality (e.g., the composing out of triads) into

 cyclic and atonal musical environments has always stood
 on theoretically shaky ground. Straus 1987 identifies four
 necessary conditions for prolongation, two of which fail
 outside of the tonal realm: the "consonance-dissonance

 condition" and the "scale-degree condition." Steven
 Rings (2007, 44-45) argues that Schenkerian theory and
 neo-Riemannian theory simply traffic in different and
 largely incommensurate concepts, the former dealing with
 Stufe that are prolonged and the latter with Klänge that are

 transformed. Despite the cogency of these authors' points,
 increasing familiarity with these two largely opposed meth-

 odologies has nonetheless resulted in a good deal of pidgin-
 like blending of their terminology. Morgan 1976, Straus 1987,
 Todd 1988, Cinnamon 1992, Harrison 2002, and Bribitzer-

 Stull 2006 all offer convincing analyses of romantic works
 that illustrate the composing-out of dissonant, symmetri-
 cal structures. One of the strongest arguments for their
 legitimacy comes from Howard Cinnamon, who notes:
 "Context can determine the structural roles played by partic-

 ular harmonies and can produce a hierarchy of relationships

 that is quite different from that of conventional tonality"
 (1992, 15). The new context to which he refers, of course,

 is romantic composers' simultaneous employment of such
 sonorities at the surface and at deeper structural levels.
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 Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3

 Ftt+

 in. 1 x^ 111.16 m. 22.2 ' m. 30 /in. 39.2 m. 49 ^' mm. G4ff

 Example 16. Hexatonic regions, neo-Riemannian transformations, and motivic parallelism in

 op. 79/1, mm. 1-67

 thematic repetition is to arpeggiate of Bb minor harmony (see annotations in
 score). Second, the F area is never expanded by subordinate harmony. All of
 the Rhapsody's other important key areas (the episodes in Fit and D) are pro-

 longed with multiple plagal gestures, but nothing of the sort happens here.33
 The hexatonic/ 4-cycle reading of this climactic section reveals Brahms

 expanding F in mm. 53-62 in novel fashion, as a note and not a harmony. It
 is as if the Rhapsody, previously having been content with quicksilver chord

 shifts between each pair of hexatonic keys, now decides to slow time down.
 To see how instantaneous each shift has been up to this point, readers should

 review the nodes of Example 14 while playing across the boundaries at mm.
 21-22 and mm. 38-39.

 In mm. 49-63, however, listeners are effectively zoomed into the interior

 of the shift from Bl? minor to Fit major. The arpeggiation of mm. 49-53 affords

 a look at the individual bonds connecting Bb to Dl? and then Db to F. The note

 F appears before us in mm. 62-63, so close in our sonic perspective that it
 massively occupies nearly all registrai space. It is not a deformed dominant,
 but rather the active site that will link to a note of the upcoming Fit harmony.

 The monophony at m. 62 pares out all distractions, and the music finally
 drops all pretense that anything but a Leittonwechsel transformation, a single

 note shift, is happening. Moments after subjecting listeners to this close-up
 view of the Rhapsody's voice-leading machinery, the virtual camera pulls back
 at m. 67, allowing us to return to our normal modes of listening.

 We now take stock of the other cycles presented in mm. 1-3 by the
 B-minor rhapsody's tiered polyphony. The bass's 5/7-cycle material, a simple
 alternation of perfect fourths and fifths, acts primarily to define keys as one
 might expect. Each time it occurs in conjunction with the Rhapsody's main
 theme, the cycle performs this role. A closer look at its first instance is pro-
 vided in Example 17.

 In mm. 1-4, the 5/7-cycle establishes Fit major as tonic in two ways, by
 plagal alternation and by virtue of the fact that it "starts" and ends on Ft. (Sub-

 sequent patterning in the bass allows us to infer an unstruck Ft 4 that coincides

 33 Edward Cone (1982, 237) offers similar evidence to dis-

 count the structural importance of the prominent Fb-major
 episode in mm. 29-39 of Schubert's Moment Musical no. 6
 in Ab major. Predominant harmony is conspicuously avoided

 in these phrases, despite ample opportunity given by the
 melody. The work's inability to "clinch" the flattened sub-
 mediant with the same strength as the home tonic signals
 the former key's relative weakness and transience.
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 Down-then-up contour in melodic 4-cyde
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 5-note pitch symmetry'

 Example 17. 5/7 cycles in the bass voice mm. 1-4, showing contour and symmetry

 with the alto's first pitch.) Two other features may be mentioned in regard to

 the bass's opening cycle. Its overall pitch contour of downward-then-upward
 motion mirrors that of the shorter soprano 4-cycle. Yet at the same time, the

 bass's cycle is different because of its greater length. The continuation into
 bar three leads to Ft 3 and back, creating a five-note stretch of pitch symmetry

 (see brackets) that will have motivic repercussions for the theme of the central
 Β section.

 In addition to providing harmonic support for the main theme,
 5/7-cycles are used to mark structural cadences: by far, the majority of the

 Rhapsody's harmonic arrivals are plagal, half, or evaded cadences.34 At mm.
 15-16, an intermediary arrival point within A, a short fragment of the cycle
 on Ft3-Ct3-Ft2 affirms Ft as tonic. Near A's conclusion in mm. 86-89, this

 cadential formula returns forcefully with a significant broadening of length

 and registrai sweep. Similar large 5/7-cycle passages work to stabilize and con-

 clude the Rhapsody's Β section (mm. 94-129) and coda in a manner to be
 described near the end of this analysis.

 Moving to discuss the final 1-cycle, we recall that in the original presenta-

 tion (mm. 1-3), the alto line was complicated by a whole step (Example 13a).
 To extrapolate from the overwhelming cyclic disposition of all the voices, it is
 natural to wonder what music results in mm. 1-3 if the irregular alto is "cor-

 rected" to a true 1-cycle, as in Example 18. The difference is that the quality

 34 Smith notes, for example, the approach by applied minor

 iv to both the D and Bl? prolongations within the A section
 (2006, 92). In the Β section (mm. 94-129), it is hard to

 pinpoint any true cadences at all, save for two subtle V-l
 motions occurring at the downbeats of m. 113 and m. 120
 (the latter in the presence of a dominant pedal).
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 of the fourth and fifth harmonies are shifted from B-minor and Ft-major tri-

 ads, respectively, to B-major and Ft-augmented triads. The importance of the
 final vertical sonority cannot be overstated. First, one sees further evidence for

 the 4-cycle reading of the soprano. The horizontal expansion of Ft-D-Af-Ft
 was noted earlier occurring within the opening tiered polyphony and over
 the course of mm. 1-67. Now the structure is confirmed vertically, though
 abstractly, as the chordal end product of the three aligned interval cycles.35

 The further value of Example 18 is that it revives the hidden chromati-

 cism lying nascent in mm. 1-3. Once more we note the inevitable pull in
 romantic composition between tonality and pitch-cell composition. Brahms,
 in some subliminal or literal sense, may have originally conceived of the alto

 as a rigid 1-cycle. In the final composed work, the shape has been modified
 to conform with surface tonal syntax. Since we know the real version of the

 Rhapsody better, our instinctive reaction to a playing of Example 18 is to hear
 it as a distortion. Ironically, the twofold reappearance in mm. 18-21 of pure
 chromaticism - appearing at the original pitch level and now "corrected" to a

 1-cycle as shown by the arrows in Example 19 - indicates that it is the alto line
 of mm. 1-3 that is the distortion of an underlying purely cyclic shape!

 Prominent echoes of 1-cycle material occur throughout the remain-
 der of the A section. The 1-cycles in mm. 24-25 expand the key of D major
 by applying the notes Ft, A, and C to an upcoming IV6 of D. The linear

 Ftt+ triad ( 4-cycle) Fjt+ triad (4-cycle)

 A , l-cvcle (true)

 H' A , | | ι ==

 Φ f} | ¥ | ¥ ι i|J^^p^=

 Γϊ/7-cycle *

 b: 1 Niv° V7/iv IV 1+
 I

 V

 Example 18. Abstract version of op. 79/1, mm. 1-3, in which the alto line

 is "corrected" to fit a true 1-cycle

 35 Speaking to its undeniable modernity, the twofold pre-
 sentation of material here can be seen as adumbrating
 Schoenberg's conception of musical space. A principle of

 serial composition is that "the two-or-more dimensional
 space in which musical ideas are presented is a unit"
 (Schoenberg and Stein 1985, 220).
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 connections among these three notes regenerate and revisit the minor-third

 chain of transpositions in mm. 1-4, 5-8, and 9-12, which employed strongly
 dominant-flavored Ft, A, and C-major chords. It is further remarkable that
 all the 1-cycles that appear here do so as four-note entities that structure
 minor-third motives. This fact helps us identify an additional dynamic pro-
 cess involving all of the 1-cycles within the a section. They begin as five-note

 structures at the Rhapsody's opening, then progressively contract to four- and

 three-note structures by the transition to the D-minor area, mm. 26-28 (see

 topmost staff of Example 21, below). Following a brief absence, 1-cycle mate-
 rial returns in force in mm. 43-49, where it resumes its four-note form, and

 again in mm. 53-58, where it appears in a remarkable ten-note span linking
 the pitches F and Ek In both of these passages, the cycles work to destabilize
 surface harmony through tension-building chromatic climbs.

 Our analysis has now identified a source of affinity between all the chro-

 matic gestures in this work. Take as an example the thunderous, virtuosic
 music of mm. 53-58, which forces pianists to claw their way up the keyboard

 one two- or four-note fragment at a time. The fragments can be seen growing

 directly out of mm. 24-26 in pitch, rhythm, and texture (and less directly out

 of the soprano voice, mm. 1-3). As for the prominent 1-cycles of the recapitu-

 latory a' section (mm. 67-93), these will, in the following pages, be viewed in
 the context of a larger chromatic plan that occupies almost the entirety of the
 A section.

 Viewing the Rhapsody's opening texture in terms of tiered polyphony
 has illuminated its component cycles. Recognition of them has in turn led us

 to reimagine the large-scale harmonic structure of the work and to reconsider
 the nature and origins of its core material. A further benefit of the cyclic
 approach is that it provides inroads to comprehending some of the Rhap-
 sody's more unusual gestures. The final portion of this analysis considers sev-

 eral such passages. The first compositional wrinkle occurs in mm. 13-16. In
 Example 20a, the octave run leading to the cadence in m. 15 is viewed as a
 pure 5-cycle, yet another development of the opening tenor's shape.36 The
 cycle begins on Ct (D is analyzed as a nonstructural upper neighbor). The
 Et occurring at the downbeat of m. 15 poses the "problem." First, this note
 violates the pure 5-cycle begun on Ct3 that should continue to E4; second, it
 steers the melody toward a potentially undesirable augmented second over
 the boundary of mm. 14-15, which can be avoided only by sounding as a
 diminished seventh.

 36 Lacking the hybrid "7" element to tether it to a single
 key, a 5-cycle running unchecked for long enough will even-

 tually threaten the stability of any key. (A shorter cycle of

 three or four notes will remain wholly diatonic.) Perhaps
 sensitive to this fact, Brahms reins in pure 5-cycles in this

 rhapsody in two ways: by breaking off from them where
 they might veer outside the key, as here, or by confining
 them to a set of "undulating" fourths, as in the initial melody
 of the Β section (mm. 94-98).'
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 Example 19. 1 -cycles in op. 79/1, mm. 18-26

 The climax of the A section returns to rework this music (Example 20b) .
 The cyclic gesture in m. 79 begins this time on Fit.37 The Ftt moves stepwise to

 G at the end of bar 80 by way of three unfolding thirds.38 This whole pattern

 37 The dependence of G upon Ft is confirmed by the trans-
 position of this music up a step in mm. 81-82. There, an
 unstable A appears over a fully diminished seventh chord
 and resolves to the more structural G over a triad in the

 first inversion.

 38 One could certainly read the G as entering at beat 2 of bar

 81. 1 prefer, however, to read the structural G earlier because

 of its fit with the larger 1-cycle being forged in pitch space.

 This interpretation also provides a more dynamic explana-
 tion for the octave run gesture; by regarding it as a linear
 ninth occupying three beats, it is directly incorporated in the

 piece's 1-cycle activity.
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 (a)

 A2/d7

 I1
 5-cycle: C(t

 (cycle breaks)

 Example 20. Comparison of the a and a' subsections of the B-minor rhapsody: (a) mm. 13-16
 (a section)

 is repeated up a step in mm. 81-82, leading to Ab.39 From here, the music
 proceeds upward in parallel voice leading to its goal, the Β of m. 86. The chro-
 matic stretch exposed in the top, melodic voice in mm. 79-86 relates back to

 the 1 -cycle abstractly expressed in mm. 1-3.

 This last finding helps complete a picture of how chromatic pitch-class

 space is controlled in the Rhapsody's A section, mm. 1-93. Example 21 illus-
 trates the tripartite, symmetrical arrangement. The center staff stands on
 its own, containing a prolonged ascent from Bl? to Ff, while the outer seg-
 ments balance each other. The top staff features numerous departures from
 Fit,40 which are followed by a pronounced transitional fragment on the notes
 B-Bb-A in mm. 26-28. The lowest staff similarly employs multiple chromatic

 motions from Fit, but it reverses some important elements from mm. 1-29.

 The transitional Bb-B-A earlier submerged in the inner voices now appears
 exposed and inverted in the melody of mm. 75-76. The repeated descending
 fourths from Ft to Ctt from mm. 1-23 are replaced by a large-scale inversion

 of Ftt-B, shown beamed. Notably, the melodic voice stutters at mm. 84-86 on

 the pitch-class Bb/A as it hits the 4-cycle boundary. The cataclysmic sound at
 the last quarter beat of m. 86 is due in no small part to the 1-cycle's success in

 breaking the hexatonic loop. The intensity of mood reflects the Rhapsody's
 chromatic struggle to finally reach Β as a tonic from a functional Ft dominant,

 heretofore an impossibility.41

 39 The unexpected shift upward allows for an ΑΊ to appear
 in the first beat of m. 81. The substitution of A for At here

 is beneficial in that it both avoids the augmented second
 and allows the pure 5-cycle started at the Ff of m. 79 to
 continue. Once attained, this A is quickly neutralized as it
 resolves as part of local vii°3 to the structural G on beat 2.

 40 Each of the three departures from Ff proceeds toward
 the note C in its own way: by imperfect cycle, by perfect

 cycles in parallel, and finally by motion to C^ instead of Cf.

 41 Beyond the impact of volume and chord density, the
 strength of the B-minor tonic arrival in m. 86 results from

 the simultaneous resolution of processes in multiple musi-
 cal domains. This moment thus accommodates a multitude

 of interrelated interpretations. My description of the "break-

 through" event focuses on the role of melodic pitch cells.
 Smith interprets it in harmonic-narrative terms: the long-

 standing "plagal side of the duality in favor of dominant
 function for Ftt [is cancelled]," leading the closing passage

 to "an unambiguous assertion of B's tonality" (2006, 95).
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 Example 20. (b) mm. 79-89 (a' section- the material is dramatically recomposed)

 The last observations to be made for the Rhapsody concern the role of
 the cycles in the remaining formal sections. The mostly diatonic Β section
 allows the music a gentler exploration of the conflict between the undulating

 5-cycles at its beginning (mm. 94-104) and more "directed" hybrid 5/7-cycles
 at its close (mm. 1 18-31). The initial melody in the alto voice features perfect

 An additional harmonic model posited in Rings 2007 is also
 particularly apt here. It groups triads related through parsi-
 monious neo-Riemannian transformations R R, and L in the

 horizontal plane and those related by functional harmonic
 shifts of a fifth in the vertical plane. Having been acclimated

 to gradual, nonfunctional transformations through the first

 eighty-seven measures of music, the move from Ftf+ to B~
 comes as a shock, amounting to a shift of "tonal frame" as
 the music unexpectedly drops from one horizontal level into

 another (Rings 2007, 55).
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 fourths circling a B4 axis (Example 22). This play of fourths above and below

 Β puts that note in a novel light. In the previous section, Β was continually
 torn back and forth between plagal and authentic motions, its tonic identity

 usurped by the strength of neighboring Ftt-major chords. In mm. 94-98, B4

 sounds as a clear tonic, though it rests in unstable equilibrium between sub-
 dominant and dominant poles. Strong allusions to earlier material appear
 at the very outset of the Β section. In part, the melody reinvokes the interval
 material and contour of the bass from mm. 2-4: note the return of the five-

 note stretch of pitch symmetry from Example 17. The contour and rhythm of

 the melody in mm. 97-98 recall the stormy cadential gesture from mm. 14 and

 80. In this appearance, the anxiety of the figure is lessened considerably by the
 major tonality and the avoidance of any problematic melodic intervals.

 5-note pitch symmetry

 "ih'' r r r iJ r r r r iJ ^J J iJ JJJrriJ/f^
 motive from m. 14

 Example 22. 5-cycle elements in the melody at the opening of the Β section (contour and

 symmetry retained from mm. 1-4)

 The closing music of the Β section functions as a true retransition that

 works to reinstate the cycles from A. At the climax of m. 121 in the second

 ending, the alto first comes in direct contact with the soprano, allowing them
 to exchange their roles as melody and pedal tone. It is at this moment that
 the undulating perfect fourths disappear from the melody, replaced by 1-cycle
 material in both of the upper voices. At the same time, the bass fixates on Bs

 and Fits. The regeneration of the 5/7-cycle completes the overthrow of pure
 5-cycles and prepares the return of tiered polyphony at m. 129.

 The function of the coda is similar to the central Β section: it absorbs and

 alleviates the cyclic stresses caused by tiered polyphony in the A sections. The

 only cyclic material that remains at all in effect is the bass's tonality-defining
 5/7. This cycle first helps structure the ascent of the accompanying mate-
 rial up two octaves in mm. 219-21. In the final four measures of the piece,
 only a fragment of the cycle remains in the soprano. The registeral place-
 ment of these fourths is highly significant, suggesting once more an underly-
 ing unity between 5- and 1-cycles. The Ftt5-B5 span revisits the boundaries
 of the 1-cycle that marked the climax of both A sections (mm. 79-86 and
 mm. 207-14). At the close, the two-note soprano fragments transform the
 Rhapsody's prolonged, embattled journey through chromatic space into a
 quiet, contented memory.
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 IV. The further significance of tiered polyphony

 The purpose of this article is to define and categorize tiered polyphony and
 to illustrate its compositional and analytical significance. Defined generally
 enough so that instances of the texture may be found in nearly any composer's

 output, the examples by Brahms are put forward as particularly worthy of
 attention. They reveal the composer's capacity and knack for building stricter
 forms of tiered polyphony, which feature supermetric dissonances and inter-

 val cycles. More significantly, they help us posit a rationale for the texture to

 appear at all: placed at the outset of pieces, tiered polyphony can provide a
 supermotivic bank that serves as the basis for contrapuntal composition.

 At the level of the individual artwork, sensitivity to the patterned content

 of the lines in Brahms 's Two Rhapsodies, op. 79, results in new and dynamic

 analyses that complement findings obtained via Schenkerian analysis. Relying

 on clear, intraopus contextual connections, this method allows us to observe
 the interplay of significant pitch and pitch-class shapes, a number of which

 would likely fail to appear in tonal analysis.42 It further offers novel pathways
 for hearing: for each work, a diachronic path is constructed that convinc-
 ingly traces the long-range threads of pitch-cell and interval-cycle successions
 unique to it.

 Of course, in noting these benefits, I am not suggesting that a motivic/

 pitch-cell view of romantic music should supplant Schenkerian analysis: to
 relinquish the a priori status of the tonal triad would be far too destructive.

 I do feel, though, that certain pieces and sections thereof admit multiple,
 nonintersecting views, specifically those manifesting signs of warped tonal-
 ity at any single level, be it the surface, the middleground (as in the case
 of Brahms's Rhapsody in Β minor, mm. 1-67), or the deep middleground. I
 am not prepared here to delve into the thorny issue of determining the best

 way to combine, juxtapose, or coordinate the Schenkerian and the pitch-cell
 viewpoints.43 My intention is simply to bolster the less established method,
 which, beyond its proven efficacy for crafting novel and musically sensitive

 analyses, better relates the experimental harmonic techniques of Brahms and

 his contemporaries to twentieth-century developments involving the further

 liberation of pitch cells and interval cycles.

 Regarding the further application of the tiered polyphony concept to
 other works by Brahms, to other composers, and to other time periods, a few
 thoughts may be added. Much has already been made of the overall rarity

 42 Importantly, not all of the shapes would disappear, nor
 would even most of them. Readers may recall that of the
 seven motive forms identified in the tiered polyphony of
 the two rhapsodies, all but one can readily be situated in
 tonal contexts.

 43 Rings (2007) believes that Schenkerian and neo-Riemannian

 approaches "[attend] to essentially different characteristics
 of ... music" and are thus "not in competition with one

 another." Their most productive interaction comes "not
 through assimilation into a single method, nor through com-

 petition, but through dialog" (44-45). My primary agenda
 in this essay, the explication of tiered polyphony, prevents

 me from expressly pursuing this line of inquiry. It is my
 hope that such a dialog, auspiciously initiated in Samarotto
 2003, will be maintained and enriched through further work

 in comparative analysis.
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 (a)

 Capriccio in Β minor, op. 7(>/2 (mm. 1-4)

 *)Mtn¥i t., ^Ξ, Ί^ . "F . ''? ? i Tf ? Ξ

 Reduction to three voices, with I -cycles beamed and harmonic endpoints noted

 , ·? y / '  / '

 h: i IY() iv() IV(!)

 Example 23. Two closely related examples of Brahms's tiered polyphony from earlier in his career:

 (a) Capriccio in Β minor, op. 76/2, mm. 1-4: Score, Reduction; (b) Scherzo from the Piano Sonata

 in F minor, op. 5

 of strictly tiered textures in common practice music. Other clear examples
 by Brahms can be found, however, as in the Capriccio in Β minor, op. 76/2
 (Example 23a). The lower half of the example analyzes the texture of mm. 1-2

 in three voices. The soprano contains a "static" melody line that decorates a
 hovering Fit with neighbor motion, while two 1-cycles run in parallel in the
 tenor and bass (see beams) . The lines are partly rearranged in mm. 3-4, though

 the shuffling is masked by the retention of ornamentation in the soprano. The
 bass's contined downward "march" is especially noteworthy. The smooth con-
 nection between its two 1-cycles, highly reminiscent of the procedures seen in
 the G-minor rhapsody, leads the music to cadence in Ε major (IV), a somewhat
 unexpected arrival for a B-minor work.
 The treatment of tiered polyphony in the B-minor capriccio, a work

 from Brahms's middle period, is strongly foreshadowed by the much earlier
 Piano Sonata in F minor, op. 5, Scherzo movement. Though no true inter-
 val cycles appear in Example 23b, the bass voice's "marchlike" character is
 remarkably similar to that of the Capriccio. It is locked into a sixteen-note
 stepwise ascent that is phrased additively (4 + 4 + 4 + 4) as before. The music,
 moreover, tends sharply toward the plagal: in addition to the cadences on iv
 in mm. 8 and 16, the Bl? minor area has its iv tonicized by the third phrase in
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 Example 23 (continued)

 Eb minor, mm. 9-12. The scherzo's texture is further noteworthy for achiev-

 ing strictly tiered polyphony through the rare proportional dissonance. The
 7-note melodic descent from Db6 to E5 in mm. 1-3 appears in inversion and
 3:1 augmentation in the bass voice in mm. 1-8.
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 In consideration of other musics, the study of tiered polyphony may
 prove valuable as a tool for style analysis, by illustrating each era's customs
 regarding the treatment of polyphony, metric dissonance, and patterned
 pitch (-class) sequences. One might begin such a survey in the high baroque,
 where strong evidence points to composers' interest in pitch and pitch-class
 cycles. This period is important, first, for polishing up and then passing on
 a most likely model for tiered polyphony, the descending fifths progression

 based on 10-7 voice-leading and inner-voice chromatics.44 In Example 24 we
 may detect prototypes of the "guide rail," "harmonic leaping," and "filler"
 lines associated with tiered polyphony at the outset of this essay.

 10 7 10 7 10 7

 w il i ϊ "Ι ψ ^ ;

 Example 24. Common descending fifths progression with 10-7 voice leading

 Stretches of chromatic material, or 1-cycles, often serve as the basis for

 baroque fugue and passacaglia subjects. Important and thematic stretches
 of third cycles are similarly common in eighteenth-century works, such as
 those by Bach and Handel shown in Example 25. These cycles are distinguish-

 able from those of a century later by virtue of their essentially diatonic for-

 mations (they do not run true interval cycles) and their relatively low-level
 ramifications (they do not upset the essential tonic-dominant polarity of the

 surrounding work) ,45 In very rare cases, baroque composers may be observed

 working with multiple diatonic interval cycles. The highlighted passage in
 Example 26 from the Courante of Bach's French Suite in C minor bears a
 strong affinity to the tiered polyphonic examples seen in Brahms. It enfolds at
 least three voices that trace three independent cyclic paths at different speeds,
 as indicated by the beaming and annotation starting at m. 46. If one looks
 further, it is possible to make out an additional cycle of diatonic fourths at the

 quarter-note level. At first hidden within the right-hand figuration (see circled

 notes) , the cycle emerges explicitly in the left hand in mm. 49-50.46

 44 Important studies on the origins and evolution of
 sequence in general and of the descending fifths model in
 particular are provided in Moreno 2000, Harrison 2003, and
 Ricci 2004.

 45 Numerous third-chain subjects in Scarlatti, Handel, and
 Mozart are noted and compared in Sutcliffe 2003 (147-49).

 46 Except for the added mention of the 4-cycle, this reading

 falls in line with that given in Krebs 1999 (71).
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 Example 25. Diatonic third-cycle spans in works by Bach and Handel: (a) Bach Fugue in A minor,
 WTC II, mm. 1-7; (b) Handel Concerto Grosso in F major, op. 6/2, IV, mm. 1-4

 A fuller chronological account of tiered polyphony would also link the
 texture to developments in twentieth-century composition. The task is not
 merely to rehash the well-worn intellectual path leading from the cyclic con-
 structions of Brahms, Tchaikovsky, and Liszt to the whole-tone procedures of

 Debussy and the contextual tonalities of Berg and Bartok. Brahms's tiered
 polyphony can be tied to a more specific trend in twentieth-century composi-
 tion, that of increasing the independence of voices through exploration of
 the aligned-cycle idea.
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 Example 26. Bach Courante from French Suite no. 2 in C minor, mm. 42-51

 Many instances of aligned cycles can be found in the music written in the

 generation or two following Brahms. These cycles accommodate a wide range
 of styles and harmonic languages. A tonal and impressionistic representative

 of tiered polyphony appears in Example 27a at the opening of Debussy's first
 prelude for piano. Although the rhythmic layering is of the weakest type, it is
 sufficient for the ear to distinguish the innermost, chromatic line (a partial

 1-cycle). Much in the contrapuntal spirit of Brahms, this material is shifted to
 the bass voice in mm. 3-4 and extended toward D. A more dissonant example
 is given in Example 27b from Strauss's Elektra (Johnston 2007), which is simi-
 larly structured around a 1-cycle guide rail interacting with more unique pitch
 cells in the vocal line.

 Another composer known to possess a keen interest in coincident cycles
 was Alban Berg, whose earliest works already show signs of a lifelong engage-
 ment with them. David Headlam (1996, 35 and 78) illustrates that descending
 1- and 5-cycles running in parallel play a central thematic role in his Quartet,
 op. 3 (Example 28). Introduced first in the viola and cello in mm. 2-3, the
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 Example 27. Twentieth-century passages displaying affinity with tiered polyphony: (a) Debussy,

 Prelude no. 1, "Danses de Delphes"; (b) Strauss, Elektra, rehearsal nos. 177-78 (from Johnston

 2007)

 cycles return at m. 108 and again at the close of the first movement, where a
 third voice adds a descending 2-cycle. The same cycles running in contrary
 motion can be found in mm. 4-6 of his song "Nun ich der Riesen," op. 2/3,
 shown in Example 29. The aligned cyclic gestures in Berg closely correspond
 to the Brahms textures analyzed above. The main difference is the absence
 of the hybrid, tonal 5/7-cycle, which means the Berg excerpts achieve har-
 monic cohesion by a different means. Freed from the influence of a single,
 polar tonic, the chords in cyclic progressions by Berg run free, behaving more
 like chromatic descending fifth progressions. The chords are unified not by
 a key, but by shared membership in one or more set-classes and/or larger
 cyclic pitch-class collections.47 George Perle (1977b) offers further evidence of
 Berg's interest in the vertical results of simultaneously aligned cycles. He notes

 47 Elliott Antokoletz (1984) describes a remarkable instance

 of this technique that predates both Berg and Brahms.
 He notes: "Certain more unusual adumbrations of the

 complex of interval cycles may be observed in ... works"
 by Berlioz. His example 390 from the Francs-Juges Overture
 (1827) identifies two chromatic scales (interval-1 cycles)

 ascending in parallel minor thirds against both whole-
 tone scales (interval-2 cycles) descending in parallel minor
 thirds. The resultant harmonies toggle through all possible
 diminished-seventh chords, effectively preventing "any
 sense of unambiguous tonal orientation" (325).
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 Example 27 (continued)

 the ramifications of a theoretic array devised by Berg charting the harmonic

 consequences of running all possible pitch interval cycles in similar motion
 upward from C2.

 Returning to Brahms, his means for treating tonality, meter, and polyph-

 ony are highly innovative, but they also serve a clear purpose: to infuse music
 with maximum meaning and complexity, to make it a more learned art, while
 having it remain an intensely personal and expressive means of communi-
 cation. Brahms experiments, in relatively modest scope, with techniques of
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 Example 28. Aligned cycles in Berg's Quartet, op. 3 (example 3.4 from Headlam 1996)
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 Example 29. Aligned cycles in Berg's op. 2/3, mm. 4-6 (example 1.13b from Headlam 1996)
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 musical mechanization and fractured polyphony that would reach industrial
 scale in the hands of modernists such as Stravinsky and Carter.48 Yet even when

 measured against the works of his contemporaries, the impact of his innova-
 tions on the music remains momentous.

 The increased contrapuntal activity in Brahms's tiered polyphonic expo-

 sitions facilitates the creation of pieces that are deeply complex, ones a listener

 could not hope to fully appreciate in one or even several hearings. It may be

 for this reason, in part, that strictly tiered polyphony is strongly associated

 with the piano, in works suited for repeated chamber performances. It cer-
 tainly helps explain the expression markings given to the Rhapsodies, op. 79,
 and to the Capriccio, op. 76/5. In order, they are "Agitato, ma non troppo
 presto," "Agitato," and "Molto passionato, ma non troppo allegro." Brahms
 consistently cautions pianists not to obscure the dense material with excess
 speed and not to spoil the heightened emotional states of these special works

 by transforming them into flashy, virtuosic showpieces.

 48 A high point in the rise of mechanized rhythms in Stravin-

 sky's output is found in the ballet Les Noces, in which "non-

 mechanical instruments, subject to the rational decision
 of their players, [are] set against mechanical instruments,
 whose unthinking, automatic performance simulated the
 workings of the unconscious mind" (Johnson 1987, 150-51).

 This opposition does not lead the mechanized rhythm to
 prevail but serves to cast it as a dramatic foil. Van denToom
 2003 discusses how, as motivic and surface elements in

 this piece are varied, one gradually senses a transcendence
 of the conscious, the human, and the spiritual.
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